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Rock Bar, Ayana Resort
The Rock Bar is located along the 1.3 kilometer coastline of AYANA Resort and Spa Bali, a 77hectare property that features 78 private luxury villas and a 290-room hotel. It has been heralded as
one
of theNot
world's
best bars by authoritative sources including…
Address
Available
Phone Not Available
See More...
20385 views

5 stars

Hidden Waterfall @ Tegenungan
Tegenungan is one of the many tourist places and destination in Bali, it is popular with waterfall.
Tegenungan waterfall lies at Tegenungan Village, approx. 5 kilometers, south east Ubud. Bali has a
selection
of waterfalls
Address Not
Availablethat are fun to visit. For…
62818356387
See More...
29024 views

5 stars

Watch Sunset on a Beanbag at La Plancha
The iconic La Plancha is surrounded with bright colourful bean bags and is the perfect place for a
sunset on the beach or a few drinks with friends as your party on into the night. La Plancha is on the
beach between
Jl. Dhyanapura & 66 road La Plancha…
Address
Not Available
62818356387
See More...
3653 views

4 stars

Get Boozy at The W Sunday Brunch
If you are fortunate enough to be there on a Sunday we would highly recommend the Sunday Brunch
Buffet which starts at 12:00 and is roughly Rp 650k all you can eat (this may be at the higher end but it
really
is great
value for money). Some say that…
Address
Not Available
(62)(361)3000106
See More...
20884 views

5 stars

Bali Monkey Forest, Mengwi Temple and Tanah Lot Afternoon Tour
Stroll through traditional Balinese countryside then relax with refreshments. On to the Royal Temple of
Mengwi - Pura Taman Ayun - complete with moat, shrines and carved gates. Visit the sacred Monkey
Forest,
cluster
of towering trees, home to hundreds…
Addressa Not
Available
62818356387
See More...
8093 views

4 stars

Dolphin Watching, Waterfalls and Ulundanu Temple Tour in Bali
Join us on this exciting wild dolphin watching experience at sunrise. Once you get off the fisherman's
boat, you will be soaked by fresh cold water at the waterfall and then learn more about Balinese
culture byNot
visiting
Ulundanu Temple. You will be picked…
Address
Available
62818356387
See More...
3210 views

4 stars
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